**KEVIN COMIC-MAKING TIPS**

**VIEWPOINTS**
- **You can zoom in, and way, way out!**
- **Flap flap**
- **Whoa, that's close!**
- **Hey, where did you go?**
- **Comet**
- **Help!**
- **Mars**
- **Venus**
- **Shouting!**
- **Handy label**

**Sound effects**
- **Thought bubble**
- **Speech bubble**

**When you draw a speech bubble, first write the words, then draw the bubble!**

**Have any biscuits?**

**Have any biscuits?**

(Otherwise it can be tricky to squash the words into a bubble.)

**Make the tail of the speech bubble point to the speaker's mouth**

**We read English-language comics left to right, top to bottom. When we read a single panel, we start looking at the top left and our eyes move to the bottom right.**

**1. Hey there, Kevin!**

**2. Max, it's you!**
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Biscuits?
Biscuits!!
How can I get some biscuits?!

Comic Tip: Ask yourself some questions! Where is Kevin? Underwater? On the moon? In a supermarket? At a funfair? Are there any other characters in this story?